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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group, P a parabolic subgroup of G and Pu its unipotent radi- 
cal. We consider the adjoint action of P on the Lie algebra t~, of P,. Each higher term p~z) of the 
descending central series of P, is stable under this action. For classical G all instances when P acts 
on p~/) with a finite number of orbits were determined in [9], [10], [3] and [4]. In this note we extend 
these results to groups of type F4 and E6. Moreover, when P acts on p(/) with an infinite number of 
orbits, we determine whether P still acts with a dense orbit. For G of type E7 and E8 we investigate 
only the case of a Borel subgroup. 
We present a complete classification of all instances when b(~ t) is a prebomogeneous space for a 
Borel subgroup B of a reductive algebraic group for any l _> 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group defined over the algebraically closed 
field k. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G and Pu its unipotent radical. We 
consider the adjoint action of P on the Lie algebra p, of P,. Each higher term 
p(z) of the descending central series ofp, is stable under this action. For classical 
G all instances when P acts on p(t) for I > 0 with a finite number of orbits were 
determined in [9], [10], [3] and [4]. For G of exceptional type all cases when P 
acts on p, with a finite number of orbits were determined in [12]. 
Our aim here is to extend these results to groups of type F4 and E6 as follows. 
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For each parabolic subgroup P of G of type F4 or E6 and l _> 1 we determine 
whether P acts on i)(l) with a finite number of orbits, and if that fails, we de- 
termine whether P still acts with a dense orbit. For detailed statements of our 
results see Theorem 6.1 and Tables 2, 3, and 4 in Section 5. For G of type E7 and 
E8 we only investigate the case of a Borel subgroup, see Theorem 8.1. 
A consequence of the principal result of [11] is that a Borel subgroup B of a 
general inear group acts on tJ~ l) with a dense orbit for all l _> 0. This was ex- 
tended to all classical groups in [8]. Combining this with the results of this pa- 
per and those for G2 from [5] we get a classification of all instances when a Borel 
subgroup B ofa reductive group acts on 1~ l)with a dense orbit, see Theorem 9.2. 
2. NOTATION 
Suppose that the connected algebraic group R acts morphically on the alge- 
braic variety X. For x in X the R-orbit in X through x is denoted by R- x. The 
modality of the action of R on X is defined as 
mod (R : X) := max min codimz R.  z, 
Z zEZ 
where Z runs through a11 irreducible R-invariant subvarieties of X. In case X is 
an irreducible variety let K(X) R denote the field of R-invariant rational func- 
tions on X. By a result of Rosenlicht minxcx codimx R.  x = trdeg K(J() R, for 
instance, see [15, 2.3]. Therefore, rood (R : X) measures the maximal number of 
parameters upon which a family of R-orbits on X depends. The modality of the 
action of R on X is zero precisely when R admits only a finite number of orbits 
on I5, see also [15, 5.2]. 
Recall that a rational R-module V is called a prehomogeneous space for R 
provided R acts on V with a dense orbit. 
Let G be a reductive algebraic group. We denote the Lie algebra of G by Lie G 
or by g; likewise for closed subgroups of G. Let T be a fixed maximal torus in G 
and kv is the set of roots of G with respect o T. Let H be a closed connected 
subgroup of G normalised by T (that is H is a regular subgroup of G). In this 
case the root spaces ofh relative to T are also root spaces of g relative to T, and 
the set of roots of H with respect o T, ~P(H) = ~P(~), is a subset of k0. If  char k 
does not divide any of the structure constants of the Chevalley commutator 
relations, then ~P(H) is closed under addition in k~. Furthermore, if H is re- 
ductive and regular, then ~P(H) is a semisimple subsystem of ~P. For a root c~ of 
G we denote by Us the corresponding one-parameter unipotent subgroup of G. 
For every root ~ we choose a generator e~ of the corresponding root space 
Lie Us = g~ = ke~ of g. 
Fix a Borel subgroup B of G containing T and let Z := r~(G) = {~1,.. . ,  -r} 
be the set of simple roots ofg'  defined by B. Then g'+ = ~P(B) is the set of posi- 
tive roots of G. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G. The Lie algebra of Pu is 
denoted by Pu. The lower central series of p, is defined as usual 
t~(~ °) :=t% and tJ(, l) := [pu,tJ(~ l-1)] for l>  1. 
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Each higher term p("/) of the descending central series of p~ is stable under the 
adjoint action of P. As usual, we write P'u for I0(. 1). We may assume that every 
parabolic subgroup of G under consideration contains B, i.e. is standard. For a 
subset J of E we denote by Pj  the standard parabolic subgroup corresponding 
to J, so for example Pe = B. For J = {c~}, we write P~ instead of Pj. Further, 
g(p,) denotes the length of the descending central series of Pu, that is its class of 
nilpotency. For instance, if G is simple and char k does not divide any of the 
structure constants of the Chevalley commutator relations, then g(bu) is the 
height of the highest root of g'. By saying that P is of a particular type, we mean 
the Dynkin type of a Levi subgroup of P. 
For/3 E ~+ write/3 = ~r  c~fic~ with c~ 9 E No. A prime is said to be bad for 
G if it divides c~fi for some a and/3, else it is called good for G. 
Throughout, we use the labelling of the simple roots of the Dynkin diagram 
for simple G as in [2, Planches I - IX]. As a general reference for algebraic 
groups we cite Borel's book [1] and for information on root systems we refer the 
reader to Bourbaki [2]. 
3. PRELIMINARIES ON MODALITY 
We require some basic facts concerning the modality of parabolic group ac- 
tions; the first one is elementary (cf. [14, Lem. 4.3], or [17, Lem. 2.8]): 
Lemma 3.1. Let Q c_ P be parabolic subgroups of G. Then mod(P :p(" l)) < 
mod(Q : q(f)for each I >_ O. 
This follows readily from the definition, since p(l) c_ q(,/) for all l >_ 0 and any 
irreducible P-invariant subvariety of Pu is also Q-invariant. 
If mod(P : p(/)) = 0 for some l _> 0, then clearly mod(P : p(m)) = 0 for each 
m >_ l. Thus we are only concerned about the minimal values for 1 so that 
mod (P: p(/)) = O. 
For an automorphism O of G we write 0 = doe for the corresponding auto- 
morphism of g. For a O-stable subgroup H of G we denote the set of fixed points 
of O in H by H°; likewise for 0-stable subalgebras of g. 
Suppose that P is a O-stable parabolic subgroup. Then Pu is also O-stable and 
consequently p, is 0-stable. We recall [20, Thm. 1.1]: 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that O is a sernisimple automorphism ofG and that P is O- 
stable. Then mod(P°  : (p°u)(t)) < mod(P : p(/)) for every l >_ O. 
Further, we require a generalised form of Theorem 1.2 from [20], see [20, Rem. 
3.13]: 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that char k is zero or a good prime for G. Let P be a para- 
bolic subgroup of G Let H be a closed reductive subgroup of G normalised by T 
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and let m be a P-submodule of p,. Set Q := P n H and n := m f3 q,. Then mod (Q : 
n) _< mod (P:  m). 
Frequently, we use the following consequence of Lemma 3.3: 
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that char k is zero or a good prime for G. Let P be a 
parabolic subgroup of G. Let H be a closed reductive subgroup of G normalised by 
T. Set O := P N H. Thenmod (Q : q(l)) < mod(P  : p(ul)) for every l > O. 
This follows immediately from Lemma 3.3, as q(l) C p!l) n h. 
Remark 3.5. In the special case of Lemma 3.3 when H is a Levi subgroup of G 
normalised by T or the derived subgroup thereof the statements of Lemma 3.3 
and Corollary 3.4 are valid without any characteristic restrictions [20, Cot. 
3.10, Rem. 3.13]. 
The fundamental result from [10] is 
Theorem 3.6. Let G be a simple classical algebraic group and P a parabolic 
subgroup of G. Suppose that char k is either zero or a good prime for G. Then 
rood (P : p,) = O precisely when one of the following conditions holds." 
(i) g(p~) _< 4; 
(ii) G is of type Dr, g(P.) = 5, "cP # P, where "r is the graph automorphism ofG 
of order 2, and the derived subgroup of a Levi subgroup of P consists of two com- 
muting simple parts. 
The principal theorem of [12] is 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose G is of exceptional type and that char k is either zero or a 
good prime for G. Let P C_ G be parabolic. Then rood (P : p,) -- 0 i f  and only if one 
of the following holds." 
O) g(O~) <_ 4; 
(ii) G is of type E6, g(P,) = 5, and P is of type A2A2 or A3; 
(iii) G is of type ET, g(p,) = 5, and P is of type A1A4. 
We also require the main result from [4]: 
Theorem 3.8. Let G be a simple classical algebraic group and P a parabolic sub- 
group of G. Suppose that char k is either zero or a goodprime for G. Then we have 
rood (P : p(u t)) = O for l >>_ 1 precisely when one of the following conditions holds." 
(i) G is of type Ar and g(pu) < 5 + 21; 
(ii) G is of type Br and g(p.) < 4 + 21; 
(iii) G is of type Cr andg(p.) < 5 + 2l; 
(iv) G is of type Dr, either g(p.) <_ 4 + 2l. or g(IJu) = 5 + 21and'rP # P, where'r 
is the graph automorphism ofG of order 2. 
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Finally, we record some special instances of positive modality Borel actions for 
small rank classical groups required in the proofs of Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 
8.2. 
Lemma 3.9. Let G be of type B3, D4, or Ds and n is the B-submodule ofbu gener- 
ated by g~2. 
(i) For G of type B3 or D4 we have mod(B : n) > 0. 
(ii) For G of type Ds we have rood (B : hr, N n) > 0. 
Proof. The statements in part (i) are well known, e.g., see [18, Table 3]. For part 
(ii) let H be the regular subgroup of G of type D4 with root system spanned by 
the set of roots ~(H) := {oq, c~2 + ~3, oz4, c~5}. Observe that Q := B n H is the 
standard Borel subgroup of H and that in := (b~ n n) N h is the Q-submodule of 
% generated by the root space g~2+~3. It follows from the D4 case of part (i) that 
rood(Q: m)> 0. Consequently, by Lemma 3.3 and Remark 3.5, we obtain 
mod(B:b~unn) >mod(Q:m)  >0,  asdesired. [] 
4. PREL IMINARIES  ON PREHOMOGENEOUS SPACES 
First, we require a technique which allows us to construct P-submodules of p, 
which fail to be prehomogeneous spaces. 
Remark 4.1. Let N C P, be a closed normal subgroup of the parabolic sub- 
group P of G. Then we have n = Lie N = (~gee(U)gg, cf. [1, Prop. 13.20]. 
Clearly, n is invariant under the adjoint action of P. Let M be another closed 
connected normal subgroup of P contained in Pu. Observe that the induced 
action of P on the coset space m/[m, n] factors through the quotient PIN. Now 
if dim m/Ira, n] is strictly larger than dim P/N, then P cannot act with a dense 
orbit on m/Ira, n], and consequently, m itself is not a prehomogeneous space for 
P (as a dense P-orbit on m would induce one on each P-stable quotient of m). 
Moreover, we have 
(4.1) mod(P : m) _> dimm/[m,n] - dimP/N,  
e.g., see [13, Prop. 1]. This method was employed previously, usually in the case 
when m = n, in order to determine instances when P acts on Pu with an infinite 
number of orbits, e.g., see [11], [13], [14], and [17]. 
Table 1 below and the subsequent lemma are taken from [11, §2]. There we list 
for each exceptional group apart from G2 a closed connected normal subgroup 
N of the Borel subgroup B such that diml~2)/[la~2),n] is strictly larger than 
dimB/N. Consequently, by (4.1), in each of these cases B fails to admit a dense 
orbit on b(, 2). In each case N is the normal closure in B of some root subgroups 
Us relative to certain simple roots c~. For simplicity, only the simple roots o~ are 
listed in the second column of Table 1 to describe N; here we use the labelling of 
the Dynkin diagram of G as in [2, Planches V - VIII]. 
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G N d imB d imN dimb~ 2) dim[b~2),n] d imB/N dimh~2)/[b~2),n] 
F4 o~2 28 20 17 8 8 9 
E 6 o~ 4 42 29 25 11 13 14 
E7 c~4, c~7 70 56 50 35 14 15 
E8 oz4, a7 128 112 105 85 16 20 
Table 1. Borel action on b! 2) in exceptional groups. 
As a consequence of  (4.1) and the informat ion in Table 1, we get [11, Prop. 2.5]: 
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a simple exceptional algebraic group not of  type G2. Then 
b~ 2) is not a prehomogeneous space for B. 
Now we discuss how we can show that a given P-submodule  n of  0~ is a pre- 
homogeneous space for P. The following remark implies that we can do calcu- 
lations in the Lie algebra p. 
Remark  4.3. For x c p we have the centralisers Ze(x) = {y E P : Ady(x) = x} 
and ~o(x) = {y ~ p : ady(x) = [y,x] = 0}. Thanks to [1, Prop. 6.7] we have 
(4.2) d imP = d imZp(x)  + d imP.  x 
and 
(4.3) kp(x) _C Lie Zp(x). 
Let It be a P-submodule  of 0, and let x E n. To show that P .  x = n, it suffices by 
(4.2) to show that d imZp(x)  = d imP - dimIt. Then by (4.3) we see that it is 
enough to show that dim ~p (x) = dim P - dim n. 
Observe that if we can find such an x, then we have dim ~(x) = dim Zp(x), 
which forces Lie Zp(x) = ~0 (x). Then by [1, Prop. 6.7] the orbit map P ~ P .  x is 
separable. 
The next remark reduces the problem of deciding whether P -  x = It (for 
x E n) to l inear algebra. 
Remark  4.4. Let {h i , . . . ,  h,} be a basis for t = Lie T so that {h i , . . . ,  hr} O {e~ : 
a c k~} is a Chevalley basis for g. An arbitrary element y E p can be written as 
Y = ~1-1 yihi + ~ce(p)  y~e~. Fix x = ~e( , )  x~e~ E n. Using the Cheval ley 
commutator  relations, we may calculate [y, x] = ~c~,(,) z~ (Yi, y~)e~. Then z~ is 
l inear in Yi and y/~ for all i and/3. Therefore, we see that dim ~(x) is equal to the 
dimension of  the solution space of the system of l inear equations z~ = 0, for 
c~ c ~P(n). Consider the d imn x d imp matr ix  E corresponding to this system of 
equations. I fE  has maximal  rank, then P .  x = n, by Remark  4.3. 
The first author has written a GAP4 function DenseTest  to make the calcula- 
tions described in Remark  4.4. In the next remark  we describe the mathemat ics  
behind Dense:rest .  A detailed description of  the function can be found in [7]. 
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For information on the computer algebra language GAP4 we refer the reader 
to [6]. The function DenseTest  is only valid if the characteristic of k does not 
divide any of the structure constants of the Chevalley commutator  relations. 
Remark 4.5. Information is input to determine a simple algebraic group G, a 
subset I of ~ and a subset F of ~P(Pu). In turn this determines the parabolic 
subgroup P = P1 of G and the element x ~ ~ r  e~ of Pu. From this informa- 
tion the smallest P-submodule n of ta, containing x is calculated. This is done 
for char k = 0. We note that the assumption that char k does not divide any of 
the structure constants of the Chevalley commutator  relations implies that 
gz(n) is the same as in case char k =- 0. Then DenseTest  determines whether 
P .  x is dense in n for char k = 0. I f  P -  x ~ n (for char k = 0) it follows (see be- 
low) that P • x is not dense in n for any positive characteristic. I f  P .  x = n (for 
char k = 0) it follows (see below) that there are only finitely many positive va- 
lues of char k for which P .  x is possibly not dense in n. These possibilities are 
calculated by DenseTest. 
The output of DenseTest  has three parts. First a summary of the input is 
given. Secondly a description of n is given, this either says that n = p~l) for some 
l or gives a basis for n. Thirdly information regarding whether P .  x is dense in n 
is output. The output says whether P .  x = n for char k -- 0 and if this is the 
case, it lists the finite number of positive values of char k for which P .  x may 
not be dense in n. 
Now we give a brief description of the calculations performed by DenseTest. 
The P-submodule n is computed using the functions for Lie algebras in GAP4. 
Then the matrix E of Remark 4.4 is calculated. We note that the entries of E are 
integers and E is independent of the field k. The rank of E is computed as a 
matrix over Q which by Remark 4.4 determines whether P -x  = n for 
char k = 0. Write rankp(E) for the rank of E considered as a matrix over a 
field of characteristic p _> 0. We see that rankp(E) _< rank0(E) for all p. I f  
rank0(E) = dimn, then the Hermite normal form F of E is determined. For i = 
1 , . . . ,  dimn let j~ be the leftmost nonzero entry of the ith row of F. I f  char k 
does not divideJ~ for any i, then we see that rankp(E) = rank0(E) = dimn. The 
prime factors of thef}s are the list of primes that is output by DenseTest. 
5. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section we combine our main results for F4 and E6 in Tables 2, 3, and 4. 
Besides the classification for F4 and E6 when the action of P on p(z) is finite for 
/ _> 1, the information in these tables also describes the nature of the action of P 
on p(l) for I >_ 1 in the infinite cases, i.e., whether p(z) is then a prehomogeneous 
space for P or not. The proofs are given in Sections 6 and 7. These results pro- 
vide a complement to Theorem 3.7 for F4 and E6. 
For simplicity for the statements made in Tables 2, 3, and 4 we assume that 
char k is either zero or good for G. See Remark 5.4 for a discussion on weak- 
ening these restrictions. 
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o 
e - ~  ~.-o o 
v f ~  
0 ~ ~:,0 
= o >o o 
0 = ~-'3 0 
0 0 ~ ~ 0 
o o >o = 
0 0 , ,~0 0 
.... 0 5 
6 
5 
6 
7 
9 
8 
7 
9 
11 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
n 
tl 
d 
d 
d f 
f 
f 
f 
n d f 
Table 2. P rehomogeneous  spaces for parabol ic  subgroups in type F4. 
First we explain how to read off the information in these tables. The first col- 
umn indicates the type of P = Ps by marking the nodes corresponding to J. In 
the second column we give the length of the descending central series of p~. In 
the various columns the labels "f",  "d" and "n" indicate whether the action of P 
on p]) is finite, infinite but still with a dense orbit, or without a dense orbit, re- 
spectively. Thus for instance, for J = {oq } in Table 2 P = Pj acts with a finite 
number of orbits on p(t) for l _> 3, still with a dense orbit on p(2), but without a 
dense orbit on p',. Here we only indicate the maximal finite orbit modules p(l) by 
an "f", the labels for the higher terms are omitted. 
Thanks to Richardson's Dense Orbit Theorem [16] for each parabolic sub- 
group P of G the P-module P, is always a prehomogeneous space for P, this case 
is omitted in the tables. 
Remark 5.1. For G of type G2 it was already pointed out in [11] that for each 
parabolic P of G there is a dense orbit on p]) for each l > 0. For, it follows from 
work in [14] that, apart from the Borel subgroup B, each P has a finite number 
of orbits already on p,. Although B has an infinite number of orbits on bu, cf. [5], 
there is of course a dense B-orbit on ~, thanks to Richardson's Dense Orbit 
Theorem [16]. It can be checked irectly that B already has a finite number of 
orbits and thus a dense one on b] ) for each 1 _> 1, e.g., see [5, p. 31]. 
Remark 5.2. Suppose that G is reductive and that P and Q are associated 
parabolic subgroups of G, i.e., that P and Q have Levi subgroups that are con- 
jugate in G. It was observed in [12, Rein. 3.3] that the classification results from 
[10] and [12] show that mod(P  : Pu) = 0 if and only if rood (Q : q,) = 0. Now for 
G classical we have in fact mod (P:  p(])) = 0 if and only if mod (Q: ~(])) = 0 for 
any fixed I _> 0. This follows readily from Theorem 3.8 and the fact that for as- 
sociated parabolic subgroups P and Q of a classical group G, we have 
]g(P,) - g(q,)l -< 1. However, for exceptional groups this is no longer valid. This 
follows from the information in Tables 2 and 4. For instance, if G is of type F4 
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Pj t(p.) ¢. 
0 0 0 ~- 
0 0 
O, 0 
0 
i ° o 
O -" I -~ O 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
f 
Table 3. The critical finite orbit modules for parabolic subgroups in type E6. 
and P = P~I and Q = P~2, then P and Q are associated, but, mod(P  : p(2)) > 0 
while mod (Q : el(, 2)) = 0; likewise for the corresponding E6 cases; see Figure 1. 
Remark 5.3. If  char k is zero or a good prime for G, then mod(P  : p(0) = 
mod(P  : p(u t)) for each l _> 0, thanks to [20, Thm. 1.3], where p(l) is the lth 
member of the descending central series of Pu. Also, if t~(, 1)is a prehomogeneous 
space for P, then P acts on p(t) with a dense orbit, owing to [8, Thin. 3.2]. Thus 
we obtain similar results for the action of P on p(l). 
Remark 5.4. Although we made the assumption that char k is either zero or 
good for G at the beginning of this section, the statements made in Tables 2, 3, 
and 4 are valid for considerably weaker estrictions. 
All finiteness tatements hold as long as char k ~ 2 with the (possible) exception 
of one E6 case and its F4 counterpart. For the E6 case when I = {al, a2, a6} and 
l = 1 the GAP-programme MOP also gives char k ~ 3 as a restriction and con- 
sequently, for the finiteness of the corresponding F4case we also have to assume 
that char k ~ 3. However, for char k = 3 we have checked that P = P1 does still 
admit a dense orbit on p~; this also holds for its F4 counterpart, see [7] for details. 
All cases when p~l) fails to be a prehomogeneous space for P in these tables 
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O -" -" 0 
i 
: 0 i 0 0 
c~ 
0 l : 0 
0 0 C -~ 
0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
o i o o 
6 
0 ,,, 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
10 
11 
d f 
d f 
n f 
n f 
d f 
d f 
d f 
d d f 
d d f 
d d f 
d n d f 
Table 4. Prehomogeneous spaces for parabolic subgroups in type E6.  
are valid provided char k does not divide any structure constant of  the Che- 
valley commutator relations, as the arguments are based on the dimension 
bound of (4.1), see also [18, Rein. 3.6(1)]. 
Moreover, the cases where we claim P acts on p(0 with a dense orbit hold as 
long as char k ~ 2. Some extra computations with GAP4 are required for the 
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case char k = 3. We refer the reader to [7] for more details of these calcula- 
tions. 
Remark 5.5. Our methods equally apply to parabolic subgroups of groups of 
type E7 and Es. With some extra work a classification of all instances when P 
acts on p(l) with a finite number of orbits, or else still with a dense orbit or not, 
for these two exceptional groups can also be obtained. Nevertheless, here we 
are only interested in the Borel cases for E7 and Es, see Sections 8 and 9. 
Remark 5.6. Observe that if l is sufficiently large, then p(t) is an abelian ideal in 
b. Then, by [19, Thin. 1.1], P has a finite number of orbits on p(l). However, if 
mod(P  : pu) > 0 and p(,/) is maximal subject to admitting a finite number of 
P-orbits, then p(l) is never abelian. Thus, the finiteness results presented here do 
not follow from [19]. 
6. F IN ITE ORBIT MODULES 
Theorem 6.1 gives the classification for F4 and E6 when mod (P : p,) > 0 and the 
action of P on p(l) is finite for 1 _> 1. 
Theorem 6.1. Let G be of type F4 or E6. Suppose that char k is either zero or a 
good prime for G. Let P c_ G be a parabolic subgroup of G such that 
mod(P  : p~) > 0. Then mod(P  : p(l)) = O for I >_ 1 and l is minimal subject o this 
finiteness statement if and only if one of the following holds: 
(a) For G of type F4: 
(i) l = 1 and the semisimple rank of P is 2; 
(ii) 1 = 2, the semisimple rank of P is 1, and P is not conjugate to P~I; 
(iii) l = 3 and P is conjugate to P~; 
(iv) l = 4 and P is a Borel subgroup. 
(b) For G of type E6: 
(i) l = 1 and P is of type A~, A1A2, A~, or A2," 
(ii) l = 2, and P is of type A 2, or P is conjugate to P~4; 
(iii) l = 3, and P is of type A1 and P is not conjugate to Pa4," 
(iv) l : 4 and P is a Borel subgroup. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.7 that each of the cases listed satisfies 
mod(P  : p,) > 0. Thanks to Lemma 3.1, we only have to show finiteness for 
those P in the statement of Theorem 6.1 which are minimal with respect o the 
stated conditions. For instance, let G be of type E6, I = {c~2, c~4} and 
J = {O~1, O~2, O~4}. Since PI C Pj, i fmod(P j  : (PI)',) = 0, then Lemma 3.1 implies 
that mod (Pj : (p])t) = 0 as well. The critical cases we need to address are listed 
in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Without loss we may suppose that all parabolic subgroups 
considered contain the fixed Borel subgroup B of G. We proceed in several 
steps: 
(1). The finiteness tatements inTheorem 6.1 for the critical cases for E6 were 
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proved using the GAP-package MOP, cf. [12]. From these we then derive the 
corresponding finiteness results for F4 by means of Lemma 3.2 by taking fixed 
points under the graph automorphism of E6, cf. Figure 1. 
(2). Next we show that in each of the F4 cases in (a)(ii) - (iv) for I = 1,2, 3, 
respectively, we have mod(P : I~(, 1)) > 0. Another application of Lemma 3.2 
then shows that the corresponding cases for E6 in (b)(ii) - (iv) are also of posi- 
tive modality, cf. Figure 1. 
(2a). Let P = P~3 or P = P~4- Let H be the regular subgroup of G of type B4 
with root system spanned by Z(H) :=  {o~ 2 Jr 2Ct3, OZl, Ct2, O~3 -t-O!4}. Then P n H 
is just the standard Borel subgroup of H. By Theorem 3.8, the latter acts with an 
infinite number of orbits on the derived subalgebra of the Lie algebra of its 
unipotent radical. Thus, it follows from Corollary 3.4 that mod (P : p~,) > 0, as 
desired. (Alternatively, the case P = P~4 can be deduced from the fact that pr u is 
not a prehomogeneous space for P. This is proved using Table 5 in Section 7.) 
(2b). Let P = P~2 and observe that p~, = ][l(u 2) @ ~O~3q-~4 o Using the action of the 
Levi subgroup of P, we see that every P-orbit in l~'u passes through b~ 2). Note 
that the subvariety U_~ 2 • B is dense in P. Thus, by Lemma 4.2, for x c b~ 2) we 
have 
d imP-x=dim(U_~ 2 .B) -x<d imB-x+l<d imb~2)+l_  =d im 1~,.' 
Consequently, P does not have a dense orbit on t0~, and thus in particular, 
rood (P: P~u) > 0. 
(2c). Let P = P~ or P = B the Borel case. Let H be the regular subgroup of 
G of type B3 whose root system is spanned by Z(H) := {c~2, c~1 + a2 + 2c~3, o~4}. 
Then Q := P n H is the standard Borel subgroup of H, and I~(~ 2) n flu, respec- 
tively 1~ 3) N qu, is the Q-submodule of ~lu generated by the root space relative to 
oq Jr o~2 + 2ct3. This is precisely the B3 case of Lemma 3.9(i). Consequently, the 
action of Q on this submodule has positive modality. Owing to Lemma 3.3, we 
obtain mod(P : p(2)) > 0, as well as mod(B : b~ 3)) > 0, as required, cf. Figure 2. 
This completes the discussion for F4 and the corresponding cases for E6. 
(3). Finally, we have to examine all instances for E6 in Theorem 6. l (b)(ii) for 
l = 1 and (iii) for I = 2, where P is not stable under the graph automorphism of
E6, and here we need to show that the modality is positive. Up to symmetry of 
the Dynkin diagram there are 6 cases we have to consider, see Table 4. 
(3a). Let P = P(~1,~2} or P = P{~2,~3}" Let H be the regular subgroup of G 
with root system spanned by Z(H) := {oq + c~3, c~4, c~5, c~6, c~2 + o~3 + c~4}. Then 
H is of type D5 and Q := P N H is just the standard Borel subgroup of H. By 
Theorem 3.8, we have mod(Q : qr) > 0. Consequently Corollary 3.4 implies 
that mod (P : P'u) > 0, as desired. 
(3b). Let P = P{~1,~4), P = P{~1,~5}, or P = P~I. Now let H be the regular 
subgroup of G of type D5 with root system spanned by N(H) := 
{O! 3 -~ OL4, OZ2, O~ 4 ~- OZ5, OZ6, O~ 1 -[- O~3}. Then Q := P N H is again the standard 
Borel subgroup of H in all three instances. I f  P is of semisimple rank 2, we 
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argue as in case (3a) to derive that mod (P : 0~,) > 0. Now suppose that P = P~,. 
Observe that t(~ c_ p(. 2) n O. Owing to Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.8, we obtain 
mod(P :  0~ 2)) _> mod(Q:  p(2) nO) >_ rood(Q: t(u) > O. 
(3c). Let P = P~3. This time let H be the regular subgroup of G of type D5 
whose root system is spanned by E(H) := {oq, c~2 + oz3 -~- O~4, O~5, OZ6, O~4}. Then 
again Q := P N H is just the standard Borel subgroup of H. Let n be the Q- 
submodule of q, generated by the root space relative to the "simple" root c~2 + 
Oz3 -t- OZ4 of H. Observe that tlru n n c i)(. 2) n 0. It follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 
3.9(ii) and the definition of modality that 
mod(P  : p("2)) > mod(Q : 0(, 2) NO) >__ mod(Q : rl'u An) > 0, 
as required, cf. Figure 2. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
We illustrate the "folding principle" of Lemma 3.2 which was used repeatedly 
in the proof of Theorem 6.1 by two examples in Figure 1 below. In the first in- 
stance we derive finiteness for the F4 case from the E6 parabolic, while in the 
second we obtain an action with an infinite number of orbits for E6 from the 
corresponding one in F4; see also Remark 5.2. 
mod(P  : p~2)) = 0 
C i 0 0 
(5 
mod(P : ¢#)) > 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
mod(P°  : (0°) (2)) = 0 
0 - " '0  0 
f 
rood(P° : (0°) (2)) > 0 
-- ~. ~-"3 0 
Figure 1. Two "folding" examples from the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
In Figure 2 below we present wo examples of regular embeddings used in the 
Borel case of F4 and in part (3c) from the proof of Theorem 6.1. By (Q- v)k we 
denote the k-span of the Q-saturation of the subvariety V of qu. In each case we 
obtain a parabolic action of positive modality from a special smaller rank 
configuration, cf. Lemma 3.9. 
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mod(B:  b~ 3)) > 0 
0 o. ~-D 0 
mod(Q : <Q. ~oqwo~2+2o~3>k ) > 0 
al -ha2 +2a3 
0 0 ~-"3 
0~2 ~4 
mod(P  : to~ 2)) > 0 
O 0 0 
mod(Q : fir, A (Q. g~a+~3+a4)k) > 0 
o~2 +c~a +~4e~ a4 
0 
°~i % ~6 
Figure 2. Two examples of regular embeddings used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
7. PREHOMOGENEOUS SPACES 
In this section we discuss the question of density in the cases when P acts on t0 (0 
with an infinite number of orbits and prove the remaining statements of Tables 
2 and 4. We assume that char k is either zero or a good prime for G. All the 
positive modality instances have been determined in the last section. We first 
establish all cases when p(0 fails to be a prehomogeneous space for P, i.e., we 
consider all those entries in Tables 2 and 4 labelled by an "n". The case of the 
Borel action on h~ 2) follows from Lemma 4.2. For G of type F4 and P = P~2 it 
follows from part (2b) of the proof of Theorem 6.1 that t0tu is not a pre- 
homogeneous space for P. 
Next, let G be of type F4 and P = P~. Let Q = P~2 and observe that 
ptu = lltu @ ga2+c~3" By using the action of the Levi subgroup of P, we see that 
every P-orbit in 0t~ passes through (~. Note that the subvariety U_~ 1 • B is dense 
in P. By (2b) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 for x E qt u we have 
dim P .  x = dim(U_as • B) • x _< dim B.  x + 1 _< dim Q. x + 1 
< dim ' 1 ' ' Ilu+ =dlmPu. 
Thus Ptu does not admit a dense P-orbit, as claimed. 
Analogous to Lemma 4.2, we settle the remaining instances of non-pre- 
homogeneous cases by means of the method outlined in Remark 4.1. More 
specifically, in Table 5 below we list in each case a closed connected normal 
subgroup N c_ p,  of the parabolic subgroup P = Ps such that dim p'J[ptu, n] is 
strictly larger than dim PIN. Consequently, P'u does not admit a dense P-orbit. 
In each case N is the normal closure in P of some root subgroup U~ relative to a 
simple root a. As in Table 1, it suffices to list the simple root a in order to define 
N. 
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G Pj N dimP d imN dimpr, dim[p1,,nl d imP/N dimp~,/[p~,,n] 
F4 ~4 ~2 29 20 19 8 9 11 
E6 ~1,~6 ~4 44 29 28 11 15 17 
~1,~5 ~4 44 29 27 11 15 16 
Table 5. Non-prehomogeneous parabolic actions in F4 and E6. 
This completes the discussion of all the non-prehomogeneous ca es in Tables 2 
and 4. 
Finally, in each of the remaining instances where we claim that there is a 
dense P-orbit on p(l) we simply list a representative x c p(t), see Tables 8 and 10 
of the appendix. The representatives were checked using the GAP4 function 
DeNseYest, cf. Remark 4.5. 
Remark 7.1. Let G be a simple algebraic group of type E6 and let (9 be the 
semisimple automorphism of G such that G ° is of type F4. Let P = PI be a 
(9-stable parabolic subgroup of G. By [8, Cor. 4.4], if there exists x c (p(t))0 = 
(p0)(l) with separable orbit map p ~ p.  x such that P .  x is dense in Pu(t), then 
po.  x = (p0)(l). The comment at the end of Remark 4.3 implies that the separ- 
ability condition holds for any representative found using DenseTest. There- 
fore, except for the case where I = {a2} and l = 2, [8, Cor. 4.4] can be used to 
deduce the F4 cases from the corresponding E6cases, cf. Table 8. In the case I = 
{a2 } and I = 2, let x E (p(u2)) 0 be such that pO. x is dense in (p(2))0. Then we have 
P- x ¢ p(2) and consequently [8, Cor. 4.4] can not be applied. We note in the 
case I is {~2} or {~4}, that, as pO does not act on (p/)0 with a dense orbit, there 
can be no x E (p~)0 such that P.  x = p'~. 
8. THE BOREL CASES FOR E7 AND E8 
In this section let G be of type E7 or Es and B the fixed Bore1 subgroup of G. We 
determine for each I _> 0 whether B acts on b(, l) with a finite number of orbits, or 
else still with a dense orbit. 
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that char k ~ 2. 
(a) Let G be of type ET. Then 
(i) mod(B : b~ 1)) = 0 ifandonly if l  >>_ 7, and 
(ii) b~/) is a prehornogeneous spaee for B unless l = 2. 
(b) Let G be of type Es. Then 
(i) mod(B : b~ t)) = 0 ifandonly if l  >_ 13, and 
(ii) b (l) is a prehomogeneous space for B unless I = 2 or 4. 
Proof. With the aid of the GAP-package MOP, cf. [12], we computed that 
mod(B : b~ 7)) = 0 and mod(B : b~ 13)) -- 0 for E7 and/?8, respectively. Lemma 
8.2 below shows that for the lower terms of the descending central series of bu 
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the Borel subgroup acts with positive modality. Thus parts (a)(i) and (b)(i) of 
Theorem 8.1 follow. 
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that [j~2) is not a prehomogeneous space for B in 
both cases. For G of type Es, let n be the B-submodule oflau generated by g~5 and 
N the corresponding normal subgroup of B. One checks that d imB/N = 24, 
while dim [1~4)/[11~ 4), n] = 27. It follows from Remark 4.1 that  [l~ 4) does not admit 
a dense B-orbit, as claimed. 
Thanks to Richardson's dense orbit theorem [16], B acts on Ij, with a dense 
orbit. For the remaining cases where we claim that B has a dense orbit on la~ t)we 
just list representatives in Tables 6 and 7. These were checked using the GAP4 
function DenseTest, see Remark 4.5. In two cases extra calculation in GAP4 
were required, because DenseTest said that P .  x may not be dense in p(t) if 
char k = 3 (we refer the reader to [7] for more details). For i E N in these tables 
we denote by Yi the sum of root vectors e~, where oz has height i. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.1. [] 
y2+eOllOOO 
1 
Y4 
Y5 
Y6 
Y7 
Table 6. Representatives of prehomogeneous Borel actions in E7. 
b" Y2 + eOllOOOO 
1 
y4+eo1211oo 
1 
Y6 
Y7 
Y8 + e1232210 
1 
y9 
b(10) 
b~l 1) 
[3(I 2) 
YlO 
Yll 
Y12 
Y13 
Table 7. Representatives of prehomogeneous Borel actions in Es. 
Lemma 8.2. Let G be of type E7 or Es. Then we have mod(B : ][l (6)] > 0 and U J 
rood (B : I1~ 12)) > O for E7 andEs, respectively. 
Proof. Let H be the regular subgroup of G of type D5 whose root system is 
spanned by E(H) := {a3,/3 = 112100, a6, as, a7}, respectively E(H) := {a2,/3 = l 
1232111, o~6, as, a7}, for E7 respectively Es. Then Q := Bn  H is the standard 
Borel subgroup of H. Let n be the Q-submodule of qu generated by the root 
space relative to the root /3 in N(H) in each case. Then we observe that 
b (6) N ~ = q~ A n, respectively b~ 12) n ~ = q,', n n, for ET, respectively Es. The de- 
sired statements on modality now follow readily from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.9(ii) 
and Remark 3.5. [] 
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9. PREHOMOGENEOUS SPACES FOR BOREL SUBGROUPS 
Let G be a simple algebraic group and B a Borel subgroup of G. In Theorem 9.2 
below we give a classification of all instances when/a~ l) is a prehomogeneous 
space for B. This follows from results of this paper along with [8, Thm. 5.5] 
which says: 
Theorem 9.1. Let B be a Borel subgroup of a classical group G and assume char k 
is zero or good for G. Then B admits a dense orbit on each member b~ l) of the des- 
cending central series ofbu. 
We can now prove: 
Theorem 9.2. Let B be a Borel subgroup of a simple algebraic group of G and as- 
sume char k ¢ 2 if G is not of type Ar and also that char k ¢ 3 if G is of type G2. 
Then B fails to act on b~ t) with a dense orbit if and only if G is of type F4, E6 or E7 
and I is 2 or G is of type E8 and l is 2 or 4. 
Proof. The case when G is classical is covered by Theorem 9.1. Remark 5.1 
covers the case when G is of type G2. For G of type F4 and E6 the result is given 
in Tables 2 and 4 with Remark 5.4 for char k = 3. Finally, parts (a)(ii) and (b)(ii) 
of Theorem 8.1 give the result for G of type E7 and Es. [] 
10. APPENDIX 
Let G be a simple group of type E6 or F4 and P = P j  a parabolic subgroup of G 
where J is a subset of the set of simple roots 2. In this appendix we include Ta- 
bles 8 and 10. These give representatives of dense P-orbits on 1@ when such an 
orbit exists and P acts on p(t) with an infinite number of orbits, cf. Tables 2 and 
4. 
O!3 ~ O~5 
Oll ~ O~4 
O~1 ~ Oz5 
O~1 ~ O~6 
OL2~ Ct3 
OZl ~ O~2 
O~4 
O~1 
Oz2 
O~3 
12, 13, 14, 16, 19, 27 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19 
n 
n 
11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19 
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 
7, 13, 14, 15, 16 
8, 10, 11, 12, 15,22 
7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 30 
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 
12, 15, 17,20 
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 
17, 18, 19, 20, 21 
Table 8. Representatives of prehomogeneous parabolic actions in E6. 
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In the first column of Table 8 we give the simple roots in J. The second column 
gives a sequence of numbers corresponding to a dense orbit of P on p', if such an 
orbit exists or an "n" otherwise. The third and fourth columns give analogous 
information for the action of P on p(2) and p(3), respectively. We leave entries 
empty if P acts on pl~ 2) (respectively IJ (3)) with a finite number of orbits. The se- 
quences of numbers can be interpreted using Table 9. This table allocates a 
numbering to the positive roots of E6. A sequence of numbers then corresponds 
to the representative ~ e~, where the sum runs over the c~s whose numbers are 
in the sequence. 
1 lOOOOo 5 OOOLO0 9 o11OOo 13 o11ool 17 
2 ooooo 6 00001 10 00110 14 00110 18 
1 1 0 0 1 
3 OLOOO 1100o 11 OOOll 15 o111o 19 
0 0 0 0 
4 001oo oo1oo 12 1110o 16 oo111 20 
0 t 0 0 
Table 9. Numbering of the positive roots of E6. 
11100121 01111 25 o1111 29 12210 33 11221 
1 0 1 1 1 
11110 22 1111o 26 11210 30 11211 34 12221 
0 1 1 1 1 
01110 23i 11111 27 11111 31 01221 35 12321 
1 0 1 1 1 
00111 24  01210 28 01211 32 12211 36 12321 
1 1 1 1 2 
Tables 10 and 11 give analogous information for G of type F4. The numbering of 
the roots in F4 and E6 used in Tables 9 and 11 are the ones in GAP4. 
J p, 0 21 
OZl 
0:2 
oz3 
oL4 
n 
n 
8,9,13,18 
n 
5,6,7,10 
8,11,12,13 
n 11,12,13 
Table 10. Representatives of prehomogeneous parabolic actions in F4. 
1 ooo1 4 OlOO 7 o11o 10 o12o 13 112o 16 122o 19 1231 22 1242 
2 1ooo 5 OOll 8 o111 11 1111 14 1121 17 1221 20 1222 23 1342 
3 OOlO 6 11oo 9 111o 12 o121 15 o122 18 1122 21 1232 24 2342 
Table 11. Numbering of the positive roots of F4. 
These tables complete the information for Tables 2 and 4 from Section 5. 
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